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Abstract
In the context of the global education reform in the Republic of Moldova, its reorganization in the European
education system, the improvement of teacher training for a changing world is of particular importance. At
the same time, it is necessary to create a model of a teacher, to formulate the purpose of its preparation in
the form of developing students’ certain qualities of personality. Today the preparation of the teacher, both
theoretically and in practice, is carried out only in the field of teaching and educational work. The
preparation of the student for the organization of the correct relationship between the teacher and the student
is not provided. Therefore, in this area, teachers tend to experience the greatest difficulties and make
numerous mistakes. The purpose of the publication is statement of the main components in development of
the identity of the student of necessary professional competences in the organization of the correct
relationship with the pupil within the corresponding special course ‘Relationship of the Teacher and Pupil’
developed by us. The program of a special course leans on the developing paradigm which is often
designated just as ‘variable’, ‘humanistic’ or ‘personally focused’. The practical importance of this special
course is in the solution of the studied problem that increases quality of vocational training of students and
efficiency of educational process in general.
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1.

Introduction
Reorganization of the education system of the Republic of Moldova and Russia in response to the

global education reform, use of innovative technologies in teacher training consistent with the development
processes of the country undergo qualitative improvement.
Preparing highly qualified professionals for working in the main fields of human activity is viewed as one
of the challenging tasks of the education system today. Pre-service teachers’ professional growth is closely
related to the development of their professional competency rather than building knowledge as the latter
has stopped being the primary aim of education in today’s context (knowledge for the sake of knowledge).
In the digital era success can no longer be guaranteed only by such nonetheless necessary educational
outcomes as knowledge and skills. It is more essential for pre-service teachers to be able to apply general
knowledge and skills to real life situations to solve problems at hand rather than to just have that knowledge
and skills.

2.

Problem Statement
The improvement of teacher education in a changing world is of particular importance. At the same

time, it is necessary to design a teacher model and set educational goals with the development of students’
certain personal qualities in mind.
Today both theoretical and practical aspects of teacher education are focused only on training and
educational work. Students are not prepared to build proper teacher-student relationships which is why inservice teachers experience difficulties and, consequently, make numerous mistakes when interacting with
pupils.
There are three main components that help to specify the nature of this kind of teacher preparation:
1.

Developing positive attitudes to pupils means that a student holds a respectful and tolerant attitude
to pupils, is interested in their future and expresses faith in their ability to change for the better if
necessary help is provided. Teacher’s attitude is of paramount importance to pupils as it influences
their mood, attitude to the learning process and self-development. Teacher’s attitude might also
impact other pupils and parents’ attitudes to a certain child. Attitudes are expressed by teacher’s
words and actions which then shape a pupil’s behavior. Sukhomlinsky (1979) said that ‘a teacher
and an educator should, first of all, inspire pupils to learn. Only if being inspired a person will have
a desire to learn, discover, understand the world and other people. This helps a person to be engaged
in a relationship with other people at a spiritual level developing and exchanging moral values’.

2.

Developing a certain system of skills based on three problems: psychological analysis of a pupil’s
actions; remedial teaching methods; conflicts between teachers and pupils and their development.
A student needs to master the above mentioned psychological analysis, the main components of
which are examination a pupil’s motives, understanding their state of mind, traits of character, and
considering external circumstances. This way, a student will be able to give an unbiased assessment
of what might first seem as a misdeed.
Being aware of and being able to apply remedial teaching methods is very important as it helps a

teacher to act professionally when facing a pupil’s undesirable actions and behavior. Being diplomatic and
tactful helps a teacher to establish good relations with pupils.
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Developing attitudes based on kindness, care, encouragement, trust helps teachers to unlock their potential
and to get rid of such ineffective methods as judgment and punishment.
It is important to address the problem of teacher-pupil conflicts. Teacher’s disrespectful attitudes toward
pupils might have harmful consequences and undermine pupils’ self-respect.
Roza Valeeva head of Janusz Korczak society in Russia, developed a unique approach to teacher education.
The approach is based on the ideas of a great Polish educator Janusz Korczak (1979). Professor Valeeva
attempted to apply these ideas to modern programs of professional teacher education and in the extended
education (Valeeva & Demakova, 2015).
3.

Developing teacher’s personal traits of character necessary to cultivate good relations with pupils.
Above all these are integrity, sensibility, resilience and self-control. Kindnesses, quick wittedness,
sense of humor are also essential.

Today experienced teachers prefer to use humor rather than strict and categorical requirements when
working with children. Our observations showed that appropriate jokes make children smile and laugh
which further prevents them from rebellious activities. In addition, an experienced teacher is able to use
humor as a psychological and emotional tool to foster moral values.
Makarenko (1972) used the technique called ‘instruct and smile’. The technique proved to be an efficient
mean to prevent interpersonal conflicts as teacher’s instructions were accompanied by jokes and laughter.
Today teachers use this creative technique at work believing that a sense of humor and a strict attitude work
much better in tandem when teaching and educating children. An unexpected joke can alleviate a tense
situation instigated by a troublemaker during the class. Observation of experienced teachers and educators
at work showed that they skillfully use humorous remarks at exact moments when a troublemaker becomes
distracted and inattentive. The most effective jokes are the ones created at the spot right in front of pupils.
This kind of humor is called situational. Situational humor is an immediate response to a just emerged
conflict which requires changing a certain pupil’s negative behavior to more positive.
A remark made in a funny way leaves a pupil without hero status. Troublemakers themselves highly
respect a teacher capable of making a joke in a tense situation during the class. Situational humor can be in
the form of a joke, sarcasm, funny allusion, mockery, satire, witty remarks, analogy, metaphor, comparison,
hyperbole. Common sense should be applied when using humorous remarks, otherwise, a lesson can
transform into ‘an hour of laughing’ (Ushinsky, 2004). Ushinsky underlined that a lesson must be serious
in its nature but allows some jokes.
Such positive traits of character are valued in every person but in case of a teacher they become a
professional requirement. They prompt in creating successful teacher-pupil relations. In addition, some
traits of character are formed and manifested only throughout the interaction with pupils.
Theoretical aspects of teacher training help a pre-service teacher to distinguish between correct and
incorrect actions that will either help pupils in self-development or will provoke conflicts and negatively
influence their development and education.

3.

Research Questions
Is it possible to effectively prepare teachers to foster humanistic and personality-focused

relationships with their students.
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4.

Purpose of the Study
Today the preparation of the teacher, both theoretically and in practice, is carried out only in the

field of teaching and educational work. The preparation of the student for the organization of the correct
relationship between the teacher and the student is not provided. Therefore, in this area, teachers tend to
experience the greatest difficulties and make numerous mistakes. The purpose of the publication is
statement of the main components in development of the identity of the student of necessary professional
competences in the organization of the correct relationship with the pupil within the corresponding special
course ‘Relationship of the Teacher and Pupil’ developed by us. The program of a special course leans on
the developing paradigm which is often designated just as ‘variable’, ‘humanistic’ or ‘personally focused’.
The practical importance of this special course is in the solution of the studied problem that increases quality
of vocational training of students and efficiency of educational process in general.

5.

Research Methods
Theoretical (analysis, synthesis, specification, generalization) and empirical (examination of

normative and academic documents, lesson observation) methods were used in the research.

5.1. Experimental research data base
The experimental research was conducted at Moldova Slavic University.

5.2. Research stages
The research involved two stages:
At the first stage literature review of existing methodological approaches in the field of psychology and
teacher training was carried out.
The second stage focused on the development of the special module on pedagogical psychology
‘Relationship of the Teacher and the Pupil’. The module is based on an activity-based approach and aims
at developing competencies necessary to build proper relations between teachers and pupils. The module
is built on the developmental paradigm which is also known as variable-based, humanistic and learnercentered (Leontiev, 2016).
The module has 80 class hours (40 hours of lectures and 40 hours of seminars). It is possible to study fulltime, part-time and there is a possibility of distance learning.

6.

Findings

Table 01. Characteristics of relationship of the teacher and the pupil
1.

Subject matter and significance of the module ‘Relationship of the Teacher and the Pupil’ (importance of
an expertise in the field of psychological analysis of pupils’ actions for their correct evaluation,
differentiation between proper and improper behavior and actions in order to react properly in a certain
situation; four kinds of complementary behavior analysis; importance of the module in adopting outstanding
educators’ best practices in using a student-centered approach and application of their best remedial teaching
methods and practices; significance of the module in instructing students to build good harmonious relations
with pupils, avoid insensitive, non-pedagogical behavior that might lead to conflicts and psychological
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trauma; importance of the course with respect to the integration of the education system of the Republic of
Moldova into the global context).
2

Concepts of student-centered approach: Amonashvili (1983), Korczak (1979), Leontiev (2016), Makarenko
(1972), Sukhomlinsky (1979), Ushinsky (2004), Shatsky (1980).

3

Defining the route of an individual pupil’s development (the right route of the development; downward route
of the development; development lining-up).

4

Moral judgment of actions (identification of motives as a result of pupils’ actions analysis; identification of
the externals; understanding pupil’s state of mind).

5

Analysis of types of actions (determination of motifs and aims of actions; consideration of the correlation
between motives and aims; their peculiarities necessary when identifying types of actions; types of actions).

6

Evaluation of actions as manifestation of personality in general or its certain traits (cases of misconduct
within the right route of individual development; misconduct as a result of the idea that schooling and
learning have a lesser status; manifestation of pupil’s low spirits; manifestation of violence, aggression,
criminal behavior, arrogance; selfishness).

7

Remedial teaching methods (the methods of pedagogical influence based on Makarenko’s ideas about
pedagogical instrumentations; classification of the methods of pedagogical influence; the principles of
pedagogical influence; disclosure of motives and the externals that lead to misconduct; understanding a
pupil’s state of mind and spirits; interest in a pupil’s life).

8

Constructive methods that prompt in establishing good sincere relations between a teacher and a pupil
(being kind, caring and attentive to a pupil’s needs; kind request; encouragement; turning action;
manifestation of sadness; teacher’s skills; pledge).

9

Constructive methods that contribute to progress in studies (creating situations for success in studies;
expectation of better results).

10

Constructive methods that make a pupil act in accordance with moral values and accumulate the experience
of appropriate behavior (beliefs; trust, moral support and self-confidence; involvement in interesting
activities; moral values and feelings, moral exercise).

11

Constructive methods based on understanding pupils’ feelings and interests (mediation; helping students to
open up and reveal their true feelings).

12

Hindering methods when a teacher or an educator openly manifest their authority (pointing at misconduct;
disapproval; punishment; order; warning; pupil’s anxiety about impending punishment, indignation).

13

Hindering methods when a teacher or an educator subtly manifests their authority (teacher actions are
performed in parallel; soothing reproach; seeming indifference; irony; debunking; seeming mistrust; doing
tasks instead of a pupil; leading to naturally occurring consequences).

14

‘Explosion’ method (aims at evoking strong feelings, new thoughts and fundamental changes in pupils’
consciousness and behavior; constructive or hindering method creating an ‘explosion’ effect in certain
conditions; additional methods: external support of correct behavior; not reporting certain misconduct
behavior).

15

Relationship between the teacher and the pupil (respect for the pupil’s personality; mutual trust as the basis
of the relationship between the teacher and the pupil; insult, feeling of injustice caused by a teacher being
tactless – source of the conflict between the teacher and the pupil; the study of conflicts in relation to
Makarenko’s (1972) ideas about pedagogical instrumentation; causes of conflict situations; undesirable
manifestation of teacher’s personality; teacher’s opportunism: suppression of criticism, favorite students;
manifestation of wounded pride; lack of sensitivity: lack of understanding of the pupil’s state of mind and
interests; divulging secrets; manifestation of short temper: impulsive and emotional actions).
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16.

Negative attitudes to pupils as an inappropriate teacher behavior (maltreatment of a pupil, calling names;
negative personality evaluation; emphasis on a pupil’s shortcomings: hostility, prejudice, malice,
exaggeration of misconduct behavior, suspicion, rancor, pessimism, being ominous).

17.

Misuse of authority as an inappropriate teacher behavior (unjust groundless treatment and punishment
without prior investigation; inappropriate excessive punishment; corporal punishment; isolation of a pupil;
seizure of a pupil’s belongings; talking down; fault-finding; demonizing).

18.

Negative consequences of conflicts (causing psychological trauma of a pupil; provoking reciprocal rudeness
of the pupil in communication with the teacher; provoking pupil’s negative attitudes that causes trouble to
the teacher; undermining teacher’s authority; loss of interest in the subject taught by the teacher;
unwillingness to learn; constant truancy; leaving school; fast emergence of ‘difficult’ pupils: pupil’s
complaints about injustice and restoration of justice; disciplinary record for making pedagogical mistakes).

19.

Features of conflict management. Ways of conflict settlement (explaining to a pupil that there are no grounds
to get offended; addressing the cause of insult; using different methods of remedial teaching based on respect
and care).

20.

Degree of the teacher’s independence in settling the conflicts and the duration of the process (independent
conflict settlement by the teacher or under someone’s influence; resolved and unresolved conflicts; quickly
settled and prolonged conflicts; pupil harassment).

A great attention is paid to the methods used at the module ‘Relationship of the Teacher and the
Pupil’. Examples of teacher-pupil relations occurring at schools are discussed during theoretical lectures.
Such examples are quite emotional and vivid. It allows to overcome the gap between the general and the
singular, between theory and practice. In addition, students can usually recall analogous situations that they
have previously encountered.
Students have an opportunity to share their knowledge and experience at seminars and lectures
which raises their interest to classes and gives confidence in what they learn. The module influences student
self-development, their attitudes and beliefs, help to better understand pupils, provides methods and
techniques of pedagogical influence, prevents from using tactless methods all of which have a great impact
on relationships between the teacher and the pupil.
One of the prerequisites of a successful implementation of the module is the ability to create
activities when students can use their knowledge like in real life classroom situations. In addition, students
can also analyze each pupil’s behavior and academic achievements. Seminars, tests and examination
sessions are conducted in the form of conference which provides students with an opportunity to apply their
professional skills and exchange experience. At the same time student discussions and presentations can be
considered as the form of feedback indicating achievement of seminar objectives. Teachers can use
literature resources listed in the reference list to the module ‘Relationship of the Teacher and the Pupil’.
Teachers can also use additional sources if needed.

7.

Conclusion
The module ‘Relationship of the Teacher and the Pupil’ was proven to be effective in developing

professional competences and improving the quality of teacher training in accordance with the new
educational standards. In addition, it allows determining relevant routes of continuing teacher development
in the context of actual teaching carried out at schools.
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